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General Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 74
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1829. Excerpt: . . . LETTER VIII. Frigate Brandywine, at Sea,
October 31, 1825. ) DEAR GEORGE, I Have despatched the nobles of the ship; and will now deal, as
briefly as possible, with the rest. The marines form a class, distinct from all others; associating little
with the rest, and from their character, as well as duties, never high in favor with the tar. In port, a
sergeants guard, consisting of thirteen, is always kept, during the day, in uniform, on the quarter
deck: the remainder take turns at guard in different parts of the ship; two at the gangways; perhaps,
one at the bow; one at the cabin door; one at the water cistern; one over the prisoners, and one at
the store rooms. At sea, the lower guards are the same: the rest pull and haul on the spar deck, and
are, there, subject to the same...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is straightforward in go through preferable to recognize. It typically does not charge too much. Its been designed in an exceptionally
straightforward way and it is just following i finished reading this book where basically altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Dr. Reta Murphy-- Dr. Reta Murphy

It becomes an amazing pdf which i actually have at any time read through. This can be for all those who statte there had not been a worthy of reading
through. You wont sense monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Claud Kris-- Claud Kris
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